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For booking and company information:
Sacred Fire is a performing arts group specializing in fire dance and LED Light shows since 2003. The shows include
multiple styles of dance and art infused with music, myth, and fantasy to create a unique story told through
movement.

Sequoia
Owner
(916) 505-5115
sequoia@sacredfiredance.com
Sequoia has been fire dancing since 2002, she has studied dance for 25 years.
Her studies have included belly dance, tap dance, ecstatic movement, Yoga, TaiChi, Qi-Gong, Modern Dance, African Caribbean Dance, Contact Improvisation,
Choreography, and sacred forms of ritual dance; specifically Odissi dance.
Sequoia performs full time and conducts classes in Sacramento, CA. Her skills
include poi, fans, double staff, hoop, wings, and fire eating. She has performed
over 1000 shows in Japan, for the California State Fair 2009, 2015, and 2016, as
well as for Callson Manor / Dire World since 2010, for Parks and Recreation, the
Sacramento Convention and Visitors Bureau as well as many more private parties
and corporate events.

For a complete performance Bio, please visit:
http://www.sacredfiredance.com/PerformanceBio.html
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Performer Bio’s
Wesley Gomes
Lead Performer
Wesley previously performed with Ignis Devoco (now Spinnergy Arts) in Seattle, WA and
comes to us with over 9 years of experience. He directed a mixed media performance
troupe that performed during the summer season of the Washington State Renaissance
Faire that included dancing, storytelling, acro-balancing, fire, singing, music, and
improvisation. Wesley’s skills include belly dance, rope dart, color guard staff, poi, fire
eating and breathing, as well as Polynesian dance.

Stacey “Pika” Fuego
Lead Performer
Pika began her journey into the fire in 2001, after seeing fire dancers at an art
festival. She has been performing professionally with fire since 2004 in both the
United States and Mexico. Her hypnotic style draws on extensive training in flow
arts infused with hints of belly dance, yoga, tai chi, and circus arts.

Rachel Juarez
Performer
Rachel began taking poi, fan, fire safety, and fire dance classes in 2013. She
studies theatre and dance at Sacramento State University and has previous dance
and roller derby experience. She has performed 35 shows at Callson Manor 2013
and travelled to Japan with Sequoia and performed 300 shows in 2014.

Lisa “Moth” Garris
Performer
Lisa is currently guiding the Sacramento Conclave group for Burning Man and
began performing with Obsidian Butterfly in 2013. Her skills include acro yoga,
hoop, double staff poi, fans, and fire eating.
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Adrienne Deciur
Performer
Adrienne is a multi-talented, natural performer who began her Sacred Fire
Dance journey taking Poi classes in 2010. She has since shown that she is a
dynamic performer who is able to pick up most prop skills effortlessly. She has
performed 35 shows with Callson Manor 2013. Her skills include Poi, Fans, Belt,
Hoop, Staff, and Zip Poi.

Marla
Performer
Marla was imprinted as a child when she learned Polynesian dance that included
Poi. Though years passed before she reconnected with Poi, she has shown how
those early imprints have given her a foundation that has helped her rapidly
excel her poi spinning and fire dance journey in a way that even surprises her.
She has performed 35 shows with Callson Manor 2013. Her skills include Poi,
Fans, Flow Wand, Staff, and has even been working with nunchuks to inspire her
inner ninja.
For complete list of performer bios, please visit: http://www.sacredfiredance.com/Cave.html

Promotional Videos
https://youtu.be/-5lufFhawbI
https://youtu.be/5xlXfevhKWw
https://youtu.be/AsPqM0Le8K4
https://youtu.be/W9h9e-3viCs
https://youtu.be/8Ai4N41Lq5A
https://youtu.be/08eh4cHIFEQ
https://youtu.be/gbYlh_zJSpM?list=UUuN-TWEmrZKQOszjMCeMnqA
https://youtu.be/33u71YGKv10
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In the Media
Fox 40 (video) https://youtu.be/kbYY-75IEPA
Sac and Co (video): https://youtu.be/kQ-5klpzgLk
Good Day Sacramento (video): http://cbsloc.al/1PT55a5
Good Day Sacramento (video): http://cbsloc.al/2bbo3d6
Sacramento Examiner Articles
Everyday People
http://www.examiner.com/x-27591-Sacramento-Everyday-People-Examiner~y2010m1d16-Bringing-fire-to-Sacramento-in-stylewith-Sequoia

Events
http://www.examiner.com/x-28237-Sacramento-Events-Examiner~y2010m1d4-Ending-a-year-discovering-Old-Town-again

This story is taken from Sacbee / Our Region

Labor Day finish could be the last as state
fair considers earlier dates
smcmanis@sacbee.com
Published Tuesday, Sep. 08, 2009

At the fair's Weird Wild & Wacky Stage on Monday,
Sequoia, left, and Erin St. Blaine of the Fire Pixies
performance group stretch out before a performance.
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ENTERTAINMENT & LIFE
AUGUST 11, 2016 8:00 AM

Obsidian Butterfly set to celebrate at
annual Fire Spectacular
Obsidian Butterfly hosts its ninth annual Fire Spectacular on Saturday, Aug. 13, at 7 p.m. at the
amphitheater in Land Park.Jenice Tupolo Cedric Sims
BY JENICE TUPOLO
jtupolo@sacbee.com

Sequoia Criteser doesn’t just play with fire, she eats it too.
Criteser, 41, is the founder and director of Sacramento entertainment group Obsidian Butterfly whose acts
range from fire eating and dancing, stilt walking, snake handling and unicycle riding.
Obsidian Butterfly, also known as Sacred Fire Dance, is set to celebrate its ninth annual Fire Spectacular
on Saturday, Aug. 13, at the Land Park amphitheater.
Criteser, originally from Oregon, moved to Sacramento to further her skills in flow art entertainment.
Before establishing Obsidian Butterfly in 2004, Criteser experimented with office jobs, massage therapy
and yoga instructing.
“I was making decent money, but I was just super bored,” Criteser said. “I was smarter than what my
skills were being used for and I decided I wanted to pursue something I was going to enjoy.”
Her talents stem from a combination of self-teaching and mentoring from the Fire Pixie company, a troop
based in the Bay Area.
After years of performing in small art galleries in the Sacramento area, Criteser decided to form her own
troop.
“I started teaching poi and attracting people that wanted to learn,” Criteser said. “There was this bridging
of people that joined us and had skills and it kind of merged at that point.”
Audiences might not be able to tell, but Criteser and fire weren’t always a likely combination. Initially
she learned with her own homemade poi, a performing style that involves swinging tethered weights.
It took time before Criteser warmed up to the flames. “I was petrified of fire and super cautious,” she said.
Criteser pushed herself to learn at the Sacramento lake where she was first handed a pair of fire poi,
swinging tethered weights.
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“We were like tadpoles; we started in the water then progressively moved to the land” before progressing
to smaller events, she said.
Criteser found her connection with fire after receiving a pair of fire fans as a birthday gift from her
boyfriend.
“Those were the wings and it seriously took off,” she said.
In 2008, Criteser received a partial grant from Sacramento Metropolitan Arts Commission which she put
toward Obsidian Butterfly’s first Fire Spectacular.
Thirteen years later, she’s turned a soul-searching passion into a meaningful career.
“I never went into this looking forward with a business strategy,” she said. “I’ve just been following
something within myself and it just keeps unfolding and that’s what I hope for.”
Obsidian Butterfly has 10 to 15 core members. Since many have day jobs, members alternate shows.
The group has performed at local California festivals, in Japan and most recently at the California State
Fair. Criteser requires members to undergo extensive fire safety training before performing with the
troupe.
“Anybody that comes into this company needs to demonstrate they’ve had fire training,” Criteser said.
During shows she has a hired fire safety person on standby and keeps a fire extinguisher on hand in case
venues fail to provide one.
The troop has been practicing since January for the Fire Spectacular, the sole festival it hosts. Saturday’s
performance will feature fire fans, poi and staffs.
The ninth annual Fire Spectacular starts at 7 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 13. Doors open at 6 p.m.. Tickets are
$15 in advance and $20 at the door.
Jenice Tupolo: 916-321-1673, @JayTupolo
Read more here: http://www.sacbee.com/entertainment/article94900182.html#storylink=cpy
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The Faces of Lightning in a Bottle
BY JASON SIADEK
FRIDAY, JUNE 3, 2016 AT 4:56 P.M.

Fire dancers at Amori's

At Lightning in a Bottle, tribes of friends assemble under banners, making it easier to find one
another when they get separated. Here are some of the friends we made (and performers we
loved) at this year's epic EDM fest.
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Bringing fire to Sacramento in style with
Sequoia
January 16, 20102:47 PM MST

Obsidian Butterfly - photo by Playarazzi
Firedancer and artist Sequoia illuminates the night - photo by Andy "Playarazzi" Pischalnikoff

Organic … mystical … and blazing with fire! Fire dancer, Sequoia, is an inspiration
to women in business who strive to follow both their heads and their hearts. This successful
businesswoman began dancing in the free-spirited expression of joy as a child and through years
of exploring dance, yoga, art, and nature she has now become both a self-taught artist and the
founder of Obsidian Butterfly which is an official Fire Entertainment Company. The Sacramento
based performing arts group offers fire, glow and other dance performances with a variety of
styles that never fail to draw an attentive crowd. During the recent 2009 New Year’s
Eve Spectacular in Old Town Sacramento, Sequoia brought her company to Front street to
entertain an enthralled crowd with whirling fire, spinning globes of glow, and exotic
movements. Both official team and students performed throughout the night as the old year came
to an end.
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Obsidian Butterfly fire dancers performed on Front St. in Old Town Sacramento during the New Year's Eve Spectacular. Photo by Susan Raines.

Sequoia has been performing fire dance since 2000 and has taken her Fire Entertainment
Company to events throughout the Sacramento area and beyond since 2003. In these
performances, flames fill the night with intriguing patterns of fire and dance while on-lookers
become spellbound with the ancient magic of fire and its compelling imagery of orange, red, and
yellow in the contained flames illuminating the darkness. The power of fire is hypnotic and
makes for a unique show that captures the attention just as the beauty of the dancers in various
costumes and styles of dance undeniably captures the eye.

The art work of Sequoia is equally mystical and imbued with elemental imagery of fire, water,
air, and earth. The passion she feels for nature speaks loudly in her themes and manner of
creation. Many paintings are applied on recycled wood panels and at times include other
recycled materials such as dumpster bound table tops, mirrors, parts of furniture, broken glass
and tree bark. Her mediums consist of oil, acrylic, pencil, and ink and whatever inspires her in
the process of each unique creation. The lady of fire and gentle philosophies says, “Most of what
I use in my art pieces comes from creative reuse. I'm passionate about the health of the
environment and this is one way I recycle. I live my life in a simple, gentle, and respectful
way.”

Obsidian Butterfly team and students perform Glo Dances in Old Town Sacramento. Photo by Susan Raines.

Sequoia also teaches classes in POI, Fire Dance, Fire Safety, and Yoga. Her current extensive
project, “Fire Spectacular,” involves a full fire event with art, dance and music and is scheduled
to light up on August 7th2010 with participants from across the Western states. You can find out
more about the history of fire dancing, Sequoia and her classes at her website here. Her artwork
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has been exhibited at numerous galleries and locations including Yoga Girl Art Gallery, Uptown
Studios, Gallery Horse Cow, Running Stream Gallery, and Brickhouse Art Studios.
Fire photographer Andy "Playarazzi" Pischalnikofff, who generously provided the beautiful top, left photo
Chamber hosts 'Luau' event at site of future headquarters and visitors center
Written by Denise Rockenstein
Friday, 29 August 2014 01:28 - Last Updated Friday, 29 August 2014 01:45

News
CLEARLAKE, Calif. – The Clear Lake Chamber of Commerce got a taste of the future Saturday,Aug.
23, when it hosted its annual “Luau by the Lake” fundraising event at its anticipated location adjacent to
Highlands Park in Clearlake. The beach-front property complemented the performance of “Obsidian
Butterfly,” which entertained guests with a spectacular, interactive fire-dancing show.“This is beautiful
and the fire dancers, with the lake and Mt. Konocti behind them, were spectacular,” Chamber President
Alvaro Valencia said. “This is going to be the perfect location for the Clear Lake Chamber of Commerce,
right in the heart of our wonderful city.”The chamber welcomed about 50 guests to the event, which
featured pulled pork and pineapple, raffle prizes, a silent auction, cocktails and music by local DJ Andre
Ari.
Obsidian Butterfly, a fire-dancing troupe from Sacramento, lit the stage with fiery fans, batons and macelike balls of fire. Sequoia, the troupe’s director, brought the show into the crowd, offering guests a chance
to feel the fire up close and personal. “We love performing here. Lake County provides the perfect
ambiance for our shows,” Sequoia, who was accompanied by dancers Matt Sweeney and Lou Ann
Melgar, said. “We can't wait to come back.”
The chamber anticipates the city's release of the request for proposals for renovations of the historic house
located next to Highlands Park. The site is expected to house not only the chamber of commerce, but a
visitors' center as well. Clearlake City Manager Joan Phillipe said the draft request for proposals is
currently under development. It will be released after requirements are met in the process to dissolve the
redevelopment agency, through which the city acquired the property, Phillipe explained. Phillipe said the
request for proposals will include the demolition of the detached garage located on the property and
renovations of the building. The county of Lake has earmarked $100,000 for the project, which is to
include a county visitors' center. The city has received $50,000 thus far. Phillipe said the agreement with
the county includes benchmarks that, when accomplished will result in two additional contributions of
$25,000 apiece. “The agreement is structured as a loan that will be forgiven if all formalities are met,”
Phillipe said. Phillipe said the city also anticipates the award of a planning and technical Community
Development Block Grant expected in September to assist with the complete design of the property. The
Clear Lake Chamber of Commerce consists of area business owners and professionals working toward the
economic betterment of the community. For membership information, call the chamber at 707-994-3600.

Email Denise Rockenstein at denise.rockenstein@yahoo.com.

CBS
The Fire Spectacular is an exhilarating festival full of dance, fire, myth, fantasy and light, created and
performed by Obsidian Butterfly and the Sacred Fire Dance Company. Director Sequoia Dawn is an
accomplished and intuitive dancer, fire artist, choreographer and teacher. “Parts of the festival will be
interactive,” says Dawn, “we’ll be working with the audience.” The eclectic, mesmerizing event, now in its
ninth year, will include hoop dancers, fire artists, circus performers and other fascinating oddities.
Vendors will be on hand as well, offering items such as herbal elixirs, crafts and massage.
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Obsidian Butterfly and Sacred Fire Dance Company
POSTED 12:08 PM, JULY 25, 2016, BY PAUL ROBINS

Paul is outside with Sequoia from the Obsidian Butterfly and Sacred Fire Dance Company.
http://fox40.com/2016/07/25/obsidian-butterfly-and-sacred-fire-dance-company/
Fire Spectacular: "A world class, fiery, hot, entertaining show that will leave you on the edge of your seat. The
show can include fire eaters, fire dancers, fire breathers, aerialists, an Egyptian Snake Handler, stilt walkers,
jugglers, belly dancers, hoop dancers, hula dancers,
colorful silk fabric, veils, wings, or LED Lights"
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This story is taken from Sacbee / Entertainment

Fire performers in Sacramento turn mastery of flames into art
gkim@sacbee.com

Published Saturday, Aug. 08, 2009
Burning wands whoosh through the air. Balls of fire crackle at the end of long chains. A flaming tutu spins to the beating thump of
music. While humans have forever tried to tame the powerful element of fire, fire performers seem to have come close.
Jennifer Criteser, of the Sacramento dance troupe Obsidian Butterfly, grew up with recurring dreams of being burned.
Yet the painter and yoga instructor felt drawn to fire as an artistic medium almost a decade ago, and now teaches others how to
manipulate burning balls, fans, belts, wands, batons and wings. "I think there's some deeper part of me in which it became
something to explore," said the 34-year-old who goes by "Sequoia." The community of fire performers in the Sacramento area
has long been the highlight of private parties, corporate events, New Year's Eve celebrations and Second Saturday gallery
openings.
SATURDAY, MAY 2, 2009

Fire Dancing HERE IN SACRAMENTO!!!
Obsidian Butterfly and Sequoia are an UNBELIEVABLE fire dancing troop in the area. This
troop works with a band called Drum Sum and is available for any unique entertainment or
themed event. They come insured (WooHoo for parties interested in hosting private estate
events). Even better, they are not limited to fire dancing.
http://monicalynnevents.blogspot.com/2009_05_01_archive.html

Testimonials
Wavy Gravy's 70 70th Birthday Bash at the Berkeley Repertoire Theatre
"Hi Sequoia, it was really cool! Thanks so much for being a part of the show. Wavy did love it. I hope we can work
together again some time."
“Captivating, entertaining and beyond impressive! The music selection and performance was the absolute perfect
kickoff for our annual manager’s meeting. All 600 attendees enjoyed every second of your performance. Thank
you for a terrific experience” Carried Briggs Senior Director of Marketing FPI Manaement
“Thank you so much for your participation in last week’s Big Bang Gala and Party After Dark. The event was a huge
success; raising over $2.4million!! You were a major part of the energy leading into the event and started our
guests out on the right foot. You two went above and beyond to help make this possible in advance of the event. I
will definitely recommend you to anyone I talk to about the event” Academy of Sciences San Francisco, CA
“We were happy to have you perform at our Luau celebration. I have heard nothing but great things about your
performance” Samaritan Village
“Thank you so much for sharing your glow show with us. It was a great addition to our festival” City of Elk Grove
“It was a wonderful event and your performers helped elevate it to a higher level” Angela North State BIA
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“Obsidian Butterfly (Sacred Fire) offers an amazing show that will entice crowds of all ages. Our private country
club had the pleasure of having them perform for our event, which everyone is chatting about still! They provided
a level of interaction that is just appropriate for all ages. We love them and look forward to another show in 2015!
Thank you Obsidian Butterfly, you were amazing and fabulous to watch” Oakhurst Country Club; Susie Sutton
“Thank you again for the fabulous show last week! I would rate is a 10, the costume was perfect, and it was very
entertaining. The part I loved the most was when all 3 of you were performing at the same time. I would
definitely recommend you in the future and don’t hesitate to let me know if you have a client who would like a
testimonial directly from me” Jackie Blackwell

Private Party Testimonials
“Thanks so much for the entertainment at my party - you guys were a hit! I really enjoyed watching your dancing.
It was cool to see how into your art you were. It was very memorable! Thanks again, especially last minute like
that.”
“A truly unique experience! My party guests were blown away and were talking about it for days after. I highly
recommend Obsidian Butterfly (Sacred Fire) for delivering high impact entertainment” V. Wood
“My family was blown away by the performance. None of us have ever seen fire dance and
with a story too! The momentum was amazing one scene right after another. All my family
filled up their memory cards on their cameras with the performances. Everyone I spoke
with that day had wonderful energy, and it is all due to you and your group.”
“You were a rockstar! Seriously, you exceeded all expectations. Everyone loved you and the fire-eating was the
highlight of the night. I don't know how to top this next year”
"Hi Sequoia, it was really cool! Thanks so much for being a part of the show. Wavy did love it. I hope we can work
together again some time."
“I just want to thank you and your partner for the fabulous show. Days later people are
talking about how wonderful you guys were and how it added to our party. I would recommend you to anyone.”
“Completely pleased! We're definitely calling you back for our future parties!!!! Once again thank you very much,
you were absolutely outstanding in your work! I'll definitely recommend you to all my friends!”
"Last night we were talking about the event and how nice it was to be a Part of it. You really did an amazing job! It
resonated at some dark Primitive level deep within my soul.
“It reminds me of a feeling I had watching a film back in 1982. It was A movie called "Cat People". The film opens
with a simple repetitive Rhythm beaten out on a drum. The scene is a desert village surrounded by a sandstorm.
Blowing sand. Stark images. A young girl is taken from the village and tied to a tree and left as a sacrifice to the
large black leopards that live nearby. Later we see another girl brought to a cave, This time the leopard takes her in
what looks like a sexual embrace. The Music playing through the opening sequence is by David Bowie. "see these
eyes of green... I can stare for a thousand years... colder than the moon..." The rhythm of the opening sequence
was aboriginal - like leopards mating, Simple primitive pleasure. Your event had a similar feel to it and a strong
primitive energy. You really put the right mix together.”
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Sacramento News and Review
On the afternoon before the Gallery Horse Cow’s Valentine’s Day party, the buzz was all over Sacramento.
Shoppers scoured downtown stores for pink clothes. (Rumor had it that anyone not dressed in pink had to pay
double admission.) At Cheap Thrills, comments flew from the dressing rooms: “I heard this guy wears a metal suit
and runs saws all over it, and sparks shoot out.” “I’m modeling tonight, and I don’t even know what I’m wearing
yet.” Tyrus Wilson could be seen through the window at Le Fun, furiously sewing for the evening’s fashion show.
Even the barista at Infusion mentioned he was planning to be a go-go dancer there.
When love is everywhere, there’s nothing to do but surrender. So, you assembled the pinkest outfit you could find
and arrived just after 11 p.m. Outside, there was a line of people dressed in wigs, wings, faux-fur coats, lingerie,
fresh camellias and fluffy sweaters that ran the gamut from light to hot pink. Nearly every one of them tried to talk
their way out of the cover, telling the doorman that they had no room for a wallet in their hot pants or that they
knew someone inside. Having little patience for those who want to indulge in independent art without financially
supporting it, you skipped to the front of the line and offered your money with a smile.
Inside, a couple hundred people lined the perimeters of the warehouse. Square stages were interspersed
throughout. Huge movie screens offered simulcast views of each.
For the next several hours, a montage of strange and wonderful sights passed by. Belly dancers shimmied to
Eminem tunes. Women covered in fresh flowers spun fire from their fingertips. The Lovemakers played a
scintillating set, as vocalist Lisa Light pushed her way through the crowd, staring down boys and singing, “I’ve got
you hypnotized.” People in metal suits ran buzz saws over their armor, creating showers of sparks. Models strutted
for a seemingly endless fashion show. Some wore pull-tab flapper dresses, inner-tube corsets and gowns made of
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plastic bags-all recycled-material garments by Davis group Haute Trash.
The trash was fantastic, but the fashion by Amy Hemmens and Wilson was truly visionary. Models with hoods that
totally obscured their faces wandered slowly through the warehouse in a parade of white, pink and burgundy. The
clothing was so original, there aren’t even names for some of the garments: gathered velvet tubes that slid over
both arms, shirts shaped like pink bows that bound the arms across the chest and asymmetrical masks that made it
impossible to tell a person’s gender or race. For the finale of their show, two hooded models climbed atop the
center stage and dressed and undressed each other. Some of their garments bound them together, and others
barely stayed on their own bodies. Their dance became a metaphor for the transformative properties of
relationships. It was a perfect Valentine’s Day gift and worth every bit of the buzz.
2/17/05 Sacramento News and Review; Becca Costello

